Student Learning Pilot Scoring Guidance 2017-18
All pilot models for measuring student learning in Rhode Island are grounded in six guiding principles: students, standards, timeframe, evidence, strategies, and
expectations. It is through these guiding principles that LEAs must make decisions regarding both the student learning process and outcomes, and how each can
be measured through local evaluation systems. Each model for student learning presents an opportunity for teachers to identify the needs of an entire class or a
subset of students as the focal point, providing a more flexible structure through which to showcase instructional practices and their impact on student learning.
Educators should consider a thoughtful choice of one or more content standards that are appropriately aligned to the course of study. The timeframe through
which to measure student learning can include both long- and short-term cycles of instruction as determined by both the model and the LEA. During this agreedupon timeframe, teachers will collect multiple, and varied sources of standards-aligned evidence to drive focused data discussions between the evaluator and
the teacher. These conversations should support the planning and application of various instructional strategies through which expectations for student learning
are articulated and monitored by both teachers and evaluators.
3e/3.5 Demonstrating Instructional Outcomes
**Evidence of Instructional Processes
Level
Through focused data discussions, the teacher communicates his/her expectations for student
learning as well as a deep understanding of students’ differing learning needs. Evidence
demonstrates that the teacher persists in seeking effective data-driven instructional strategies
that result in measurable student progress based on appropriate content standard(s).
4
Furthermore, evidence demonstrates that the teacher provides frequent and meaningful
opportunities for students to both reflect upon and communicate their own progress.

Demonstrating Instructional Outcomes
At the end of the cycle(s) of instruction,
evidence from the included group of
students demonstrates significant
measurable progress (i.e., growth or
mastery) according to established district
guidance.

Through data discussions, the teacher communicates his/her expectations for student learning
as well as students’ differing learning needs. Evidence demonstrates that the teacher seeks
effective data-driven instructional strategies that result in measurable student progress based
on appropriate content standard(s). Furthermore, evidence demonstrates that the teacher
provides opportunities for students to both reflect upon and communicate their own progress.

At the end of the cycle(s) of instruction,
evidence from the included group of
students demonstrates sufficient measurable
progress (i.e., growth or mastery) according
to established district guidance.

Through data discussions, the teacher attempts to communicate his/her expectations for
student learning as well as students’ differing learning needs. Evidence demonstrates that the
teacher seeks some data-driven instructional strategies that may result in measurable student
progress based on appropriate content standard(s).

The teacher does not consistently communicate his/her expectations for student learning
and/or students’ differing learning needs. Evidence demonstrates that the teacher seeks little
or no effective data-driven instructional strategies that result in measurable student progress
based on appropriate content standard(s).
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At the end of the cycle(s) of instruction,
evidence from the included group of
students demonstrates moderate
measurable progress (i.e., growth or
mastery) according to established district
guidance.
At the end of the cycle(s) of instruction,
evidence from the included group of
students demonstrates minimal or no
measurable progress (i.e., growth or
mastery) according to established district
guidance.
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**When scoring Evidence of Instructional Processes, evaluators should score holistically by selecting the level descriptor where there is a preponderance of evidence. This is
the same approach evaluators already use when scoring the eight Professional Practice components in the RI Model.

Guidance for Discussing Evidence of Instructional Processes
District Evaluation Committees (DECs) and leadership teams should work collaboratively to answer the following critical questions at the beginning of the
evaluation cycle. These decisions should frame the communication of student learning throughout the school year.





What data are available in your school through which to measure student learning? Is there a common understanding of how the data represent student
learning at the school and district levels?
During which meetings do you discuss student learning (i.e. PLCs, RTI, Data Team, CPT, etc.)? Are there protocols in place to structure these discussions?
How often is student learning discussed, and with whom? Will the evaluator be present for these discussions about student learning?
How will expectations for student learning be communicated between teachers and evaluators? Is there a common format that will be followed?

Guidance for Measuring Instructional Outcomes
In order to best support conversations about student learning, evidence should measure the extent to which students have learned within the cycle(s) of
instruction. After answering the critical questions regarding the discussion of evidence, DECs should engage in the following planning activities in order to define
a teacher’s impact on student learning:
1. Identify acceptable measures/evidence of student progress (i.e., growth or mastery). DECs, or an identified team of educators (admins and teachers)
should complete an inventory of existing evidence/measures used in the district/school that are well aligned to the critical content students are learning
for a particular grade/subject:
a. Is the measure/evidence aligned to content?
b. Does it assess what is most important for students to learn and be able to do?
c. Does it assess what the teacher intends to teach?
d. Is the measure/evidence informative?
 Do the results inform teachers about curriculum, instruction, and practice?
 Does it provide valuable information to teachers about their students, helping them to identify whether students are making significant,
sufficient, moderate, or minimal progress?
2. Define the terms for acceptable measures of student progress. Have the team determine what significant, sufficient, moderate, or minimal progress
will look like with respect to the measures identified. Consider the following critical questions when framing these qualifiers locally:
a. Are they appropriate expectations for all students?
b. Are the terms communicated up front to all teachers participating in the pilot?
c. Have you included quantitative and/or qualitative descriptions?
 The table below provides examples that local decision-making teams may consider using as a frame for quantifying, qualifying, or using a
combination to represent agreed-upon measures of student progress.

Possible approaches for LEAs to consider for measuring student learning:
APPROACHES
Degree of
Achieved
Expectations
Time-Referenced
Growth

Significant
Most students reached and
exceeded expectations

Consistency of
Performance

Achieved more than a year’s
growth in a year’s time (or
equivalent)
Evidence demonstrates
standard is learned in full, with
learning beyond the
expectations
Consistently demonstrates
learning of the standard(s)

Percentage of
Students

90% of students or more
reached learning expectations

Depth of the
Standard(s)

PROGRESS DESCRIPTORS
Sufficient
Moderate
Most students reached
Some students reached
expectations
expectations, while some did
not
Achieved a year’s growth in a
Achieved somewhat less than a
year’s time (or equivalent)
year’s growth in a year’s time
(or equivalent)
Evidence demonstrates
Evidence demonstrates most
standard is learned in full
parts of the standard were
learned

Minimal or No(ne)
Very few students reached
expectations
Achieved much less than a
year’s growth in a year’s time
(or equivalent)
Evidence demonstrates
learning of some or no parts of
the standard

Frequently demonstrates
learning of the standard(s)

Sometimes demonstrates
learning of the standard(s)

Rarely demonstrates learning of
the standard(s), if at all

75% - 89% of students reached
learning expectations

60% -69% of students reached
learning expectations

Less than 60% of students
reached learning expectations

**These approaches and measures of student learning are suggestions intended to frame local conversations.

